
Do you know the Score ? 
 
You’ve just shot your target – desperate to see how you’ve done; but when you get there, do 
you really know if you’ve done better or worse that the bloke next door ? 
 
Scoring is, in the main, straight forward – if the shot’s in the 8 ring – you’ve scored 8 (or have 
you ?).  What about the X ring, or the 50% rule. Is it inward out outward scoring?  How does 
Comstock work ?.  What about a Miss, or a no-shoot, or extra shots ?? 
 
There are a number of scoring mechanisms that we use in the club – reflecting the scoring 
rules of the National disciplines. However, not all scoring is a matter of counting the shots; I’ll 
explain more ……. 
 
Most targets have numerical scores rings clearly marked on the target. For the common 
gallery rifle (GR) disciplines, such as  T&P, MT, 1500 etc, the values will be concentric, 
decreasing from the centre (e.g. 10, 9, 8, 7, 6, 5 etc) outwards. However, be aware that not 
all targets present a score of 10 to zero; MT for example are 5,4,3,2, zero. Others might start 
at 10, but only go down to 5, and then drop straight to zero. And, not all targets are 
sequential scoring. Precision scores X,10, 9 8 7,6,5,4,3,2,1 Zero. But for Bianchi, there is 
just X, 10, 8, 5, Zero.  Bianchi plates are just X (10) for a hit, and Zero for a miss.  
 
Common on a number of GR events is the X ring (a smaller zone inside the highest scoring 
area). The value of the X ring is normally the same as the highest scoring zone on the target 
(McQueen’s being an exception), so on T&P, an X ring is worth 10 points, on MT, it’s worth 5 
points. The point of the X ring is to provide an additional ‘tie-breaker’ score, when two targets 
are normally valued the same ( e.g. T&P1 300 (24X) beats 300 (21X)) However, note that 
both scores beat a 299 (28X) – the X count may be higher on the 299, but it is only used to 
separate the tied scores of the same value, and the primary score (300 in the two above) is 
what ranks the match. 
 
Also common in GR is ‘inward scoring’. Where a shot breaks the line of the next scoring 
zone, that value is awarded. So, a shot that lands mainly in the 8, but has just broken the 
line of the 9 ring is awarded a 9. This can be subjective - hence why we use a scoring 
template ( a clear plastic card, with regulated scoring rings for each calibre) to better judge if 
the shot is IN or OUT of the next scoring zone. 
 
Some competitions use ‘outward scoring’ – common where the target does not have an X 
ring – thus as a different way of providing some form of tie-breaker for targets of equal score. 
In this instance, the score awarded is where the shot is wholly in the scored zone e.g. if it is 
not totally within the 9 ring, it scores 8 – the shots that span two zones are scored as the 
lower, not the higher. 
 
And of course, some competitions use neither (an example is the Black Powder Precision 
match);  they use 50% scoring. In this instance, the hole must be at least 50% over the line 
to score the higher value. Again, this can get quite subjective, hence the common use of the 
scoring templates. 
 
Finally, an alternative sometimes used as a Tie-breaker is the distance itself – scores shot at 
25M may win over the same score shot at 10M. This is why some competitions are scored at 
each distance. 
 
I won’t go into too much detail on Penalties; safe to say that if you don’t follow the course of 
fire (wrong position, too many shots, wrong target), then there is a possibilities of attracting a 
penalty – generally -10 points for each occurrence. 



 
All of the above just use the aggregated value of the hits to produce a final score. However, 
Practical shooting gets further complicated !! This takes into account score, time (and in 
some cases power). I could write a whole book on Practical scoring; below is just a 
summary. 
 
Practical targets come in all shapes and sizes. Paper targets will normally have a value 
associated with the various scoring zones (A = 5, B = 4, C = 4, D = 2). Steel targets are 
generally a single A zone value (i.e. 5 points); frangible (e.g. clays) targets also tend to be 
awarded 5 points. However, there is a penalty for Misses, No-Shoots and other 
infringements (such as foot faults) – each occurrence attracting -10 points. So, you could hit 
4 targets in the A zone (4 x5 = 20 points), but miss the last 2 (-10 each) – thus your score is 
actually Zero. Note, Zero is the lowest score for a single stage, if you miss more that you hit, 
the scoring programme will still only score you Zero, not a minus figure.  Also, depending on 
how the targets are laid out, some that overlap could attract a score for both ( i.e. if they 
overlap, and you shoot at their boundary, you get a hit on both – good or bad)  
 
However, target score is only half the equation; for Comstock stages, the time you take 
impacts your total score; the faster, the better (as long as you don’t miss !!). Scoring 20 
points in 20 seconds gives you a ‘hit factor’ of 1 point per second; scoring 15 points in 14 
seconds gives you a factor of 1.07 – a lower target points score, but a better factor, thus 
winning the stage. It’s all about score divided by time – the higher the hit factor, the better. 
The best factor gets 100% of the points for that stage, and everyone else gets a score 
relative to that %, based on their factor e.g. half the factor = half the stage points). Each 
competitor gets a factor related score for each stage, and these are totalled, to produce an 
overall match score. 
 
For further info on practical scoring, have a look at the UKPSA website, which explains in a 
lot more detail their scoring systems….  http://www.ukpsa.co.uk/disciplines.html 
 
For the more general scoring systems for GR, have a look at the Gallery Rifle website, which 
covers most of the FDPC comps…  http://galleryrifle.com/?page_id=11 
 
So – scoring is not just about adding up the totals; hopefully, the above gives you more of an 
insight as to why you won or lost your last match !!  Knowing how a match is scored 
(especially Practical) can determine how you approach it – make sure you know are aware 
of what really matters, next time you shoot a match. 
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